Abstract-The Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" originated from the "although p, q" format used in the Spring and Autumn Period. Then over a long-term development and change, there have successively been "if p, q", "even though p, q", "even if p, q" and other sentence patterns. It was initially formed in the late Ming Dynasty, fully developed in the Qing Dynasty and widely used in the period of the Republic of China.
INTRODUCTION
Concessional complex sentence is a manner to set aside modifier clause and let the main clause to state the result produced under such concessional condition 1 . "Even p, q" a representative format of concessional complex sentences and has the semantic features of concession, virtuality and turning. The preceding clause prefixed by "even" represents the meaning of assumption and concession and the followed clause has the adversative meaning.
II. ORIGIN OF THE CHINESE SENTENCE PATTERN "EVEN IF P, Q"
In ancient Chinese, there were many other "even if" and the like expressions representing concession and assumption such as "although, if, even if, even, even though, though" and the main clause may be connected by "also, moreover, generally" and so on. It is supposed that the Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" originated from the "although p, also q" format used in the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period. In this format, "although" is a conjunction, representing the meaning of "even if"; "also" is an adverb, representing the meaning of "still"; and the two clauses form a grammatical relationship between concessions and turning. For example, "Who said that you have not married yet? Why did you put me in jail? Even if I am jailed, you also can't marry me!" (See "The Book of Songs"). "At present, Jin State is lack of virtue. The captured female prisoners are settled in and made a pet of the State; then even if Jin State has been a strong country for many years, then what?" (See "Mandarin"). "Please promise me to manage affairs of the State. So even if I am dead, there is nothing to regret." (See "The Commentary of Zuo"). In the above three examples, the former clause connected by "even if" representing an assumption and concession and the latter clause connected by "also" representing the adversative meaning. The "although p, also q" format indicates the grammatical relationship between concession and turning. Therefore, the "although p, also q" format used in the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period can be regarded as the origin of the Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q".
During the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period, there were also sentence patterns such as "in case that p, also q". The conjunction "in case that" has the meaning of "if" and "assumption"; the adverb "also" has the meaning of "as well". The former and latter clauses form the grammatical relationship between concession and turning. In the examples (1), (2) and (3), the concession represented by the clause connected by "if" is a virtual concession and is a concession to the virtual situation. In example (1), the clause connected by the conjunction "if" indicates a concession to the virtual situation that "Jin State does not agree to engage with Qi State." In example (2), the clause connected by the conjunction "if" indicates a concession to the virtual situation that "Chu State doesn't leave after I (Zi Fan) let the king make way for the officials". In example (3), the clause connected by the conjunction "if" indicates a concession to the virtual situation that "one does not care about humiliation."
During the Eastern Han Dynasty, the sentence pattern "even though p, also q" appeared and has the meaning of "even if p, q". For instance: (4) Wherever people live, there is guest. Even though it is just different in size and yin and yang, even if they live in one room, they also have good and evil points. (See "Preface" of "The Yellow Emperor's House Theory") During this period, the sentence pattern of "even though p, also q" is not common and the mood of concession expressed by "even though" is slightly heavier than "even if".
During the Wei, Jin and Southern and Northern Dynasties, a sentence pattern of "even p, also q" appeared, representing "even if p, also q". For instance: During this period, the sentence pattern "even though p, q" rarely appeared. "Even though" is used to strengthen the mood and "even" is more formal.
During the Sui, Tang, and Five Dynasties, there were "although (even/ even though) p, also q", "even if p, still q" sentence patterns, having the meaning of "even if p, q". For instance: During this period, a variety of sentence patterns similar to "even if p, q" appeared. "Even though" connecting with a clause indicates an assumed concession, namely it has the same meaning as "even if" when a situation is put forward in the modifier clause. However, "even though" also has the meaning of "indulge and leave free" and "even if" does not have this meaning. "Though" and "even if" has the same meaning and don't have the meaning of "indulge and leave free".
In Song Dynasty, there was a sentence pattern of "even p, q", representing "even if p, q". For instance:
(10)Don't begin learning when teaching. It is not what you have heard. Even though you have ever heard, it cannot be used to conduct yourself properly. (See "Extensive Records of the Taiping Era". Vol. 57)
In Ming Dynasty, the "even p, q" sentence pattern appeared, wherein "even" has the meaning of "even if". For instance:
(11) Even he died, it is also needed to wait for about a year and then make decision based on your daughter's willingness. (See "Lasting Words to Awaken the World")
In Song Dynasty, the sentence pattern of "even p, q" appeared less frequently. In Ming Dynasty, the "even p, also q" sentence pattern also appeared less.
However in Qing Dynasty, there were "even p, and q", "though p, also q", "even if p, generally q" sentence patterns, having the meaning of "even if p, q". For instance: (20) Fortunately, the imperial horse is found. Even though we fail to win his double hook, we can remake In this period, there were more sentence patterns similar to "even if p, q'. Wherein, "even p, q", "even though p, always q" were often used in vernacular novels; "though p, and q" pattern is rarely used in Qing Dynasty. This phenomenon reflects that the language used in Qing Dynasty tended to become more colloquial.
Advances in
In summary, the Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" at first originated from the "although p, q" pattern stated in "The Book of Songs", where in "although" represents "even if" and the former clause connected by "although" and the followed clause are in concessional and turning grammatical relation.
III. DIACHRONIC EVOLUTION OF THE SENTENCE PATTERN "EVEN IF P, Q" IN CHINESE
The Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" has experienced a rather long diachronic evolution process which can be divided into three periods: formative period, development period and mature period.
A. Formative Period: the End of Ming Dynasty
The Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" at first appeared in the Ming Dynasty novel "Astonishing and Miraculous Tales II" (Vol. 28): "Let alone the saying the couple jointly invited the snob to drink and the snob was willing to do this. Even if the snob is unwilling to do this, the couple can also beg for it step by step. How can they kill him? "In the "Astonishing and Miraculous Tales II", there is only one "even if p, q" sentence pattern. Moreover, the sentence pattern "even if p, q" also appeared in other literature of Ming Dynasty. For instance: In the literature before and after Ming Dynasty, "even if p, q" pattern was used in 6 cases in total. Among them, one case appears in "Astonishing and Miraculous Tales II" and "The Wonders of China" and four cases appear in "Marriages to Awaken the World". Therefore, the end of Ming Dynasty is the formative period of the sentence pattern "even if p, q".
B. Development Period: Qing Dynasty
Up to Qing Dynasty, the "even if p, q" pattern is used more often than that in Ming Dynasty. This sentence pattern not only often appeared in the same ancient book but also often appeared in different ancient books. For example: In Qing Dynasty, the sentence "even if p, q" was developed rapidly and its application is more than that in Ming Dynasty. The following "Table I" provides the examples of 15 ancient books written before and after this period, so as to fully explain the use of the sentence "even if p, q" in the Qing Dynasty: During the Republic of China, a large number of vernacular novels emerged and the language used became more colloquial. Therefore, this situation creates a good external environment for the use of the "even if p, q" sentence pattern to enter mature period.
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A Dream in Red Mansions
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The following "Table II" provides the examples of 15 ancient books written before and after this period, so as to fully explain the use of the sentence "even if p, q" in the period of the Public of China: To sum up, the Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" at first appeared in the "Astonishing and Miraculous Tales II" and was initially formed at the end of Ming Dynasty, scattered in the few (three) ancient books. In Qing Dynasty,
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this sentence pattern had been developed to a certain extent and had become more common in partial ancient books. During the Republic of China, this sentence pattern entered mature period and was widely used by more and more people.
IV. CONCLUSION
The Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" originated from the "although p, also q" format used in the Spring and Autumn Period and the Warring States Period and at first appeared in the "Astonishing and Miraculous Tales II". The diachronic evolution of the Chinese sentence pattern "even if p, q" has gone through a long period of time. It was formed in late Ming Dynasty, fully developed in Qing Dynasty and widely used in period of the Republic of China.
